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FREE FRENCH DESERT RAID

Free French Headquarters announce that units which captured an enemy

position in Fezzan were motorised forces under the command of General Leclerc.

An important number of Italian prisoners and much material was captured.
General Leclerc commands Free French Forces in the Chad, the most Northern

territory in Free French Africa which has a common frontier with Libya.

General Leclerc has already made several similar raids on a smaller scale.

During the first British offensive in Libya under General Wavell,
similar dramatic raids were carried out by Free French Forces operating from

the Chad. Raids on Mourzouck and Koufra (also led by General Leclerc) were

successful in harming Graziani’s lines of communications and in preventing
the despatch of reinforcements to Italian East Africa. On those occasions,

Meharistes (Free French Camel Corps) and motorised columns travelled across

hundreds of miles of desert to surprise Italian outposts moving by night and

hiding by day in order to avoid being spotted by air.

It would appear that the Free French raid on Fezzan announced in

today’s Cairo communique is a similar typo of operation. The distance from

Mourzouck to BARDAI, last Free French outpost in the Chad is 375 miles.

No further details are at present available regarding the capture of the

garrison of an enemy post mentioned in the first part of this afternoon’s

Cairo communique.

Operating with the 8th Army in Libya, our Free French motorised units

composed of hardened soldiers who have come from Syria and who have seen

previous service in Norway, the Western Front, Eritrea and in the first Libyan

offensive, are under the command of General de Larminat, formerly Chief of

Staff of the Syrian army under Generals Weygand, and Mittelhauser, and former

High Commissioner for Free French Africa. They are composed of troops

belonging to the Foreign Legion (now three times the size it was at the opening
of the Syrian campaign owing to the great numbers which have rallied to the

Free French), the Infanterie de Marine (composed chiefly of Bretons and

Parisians), the Spahis (picturesque cavalry of the Syrian and the Moroccan

desert which has abandoned Arab horses for mechanised transport), light

cavalry, tanks, armoured cars and artillery.
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